Attendance: Sof, Tiara, Mary, Myra, Brenda, Hailey, Brooklyn, Lizzy, Collin, Mollie, Sailor, Kyler

Question of the Day: Which is your favorite meal? Breakfast, lunch, or dinner?

Approved last week’s minutes: 8:04

8:04 - Last Week:
- Mug Paint Night
- Trunk or Treat: went really well, community loved it, either shorten the time period or buy more candy

8:07 - This Week:
- Native American Heritage Night: It was a good event, wish more community came, if we want to invite the community invite them a month in advance
- Wally ball: we need a net, if not let’s do badminton in the gym
- Open house: 3 to 4
- Veteran’s breakfast: peace gardens 11 on Friday
- RA event: 7 on Thursday, coloring

8:09 - Coming Up:
- Bowling is moved to welcome back week
- NO meetings next week

8:11 - Extra:
- Meeting today at 12
- Jess: Propose an increase in fees, athletics and BDAC are different, since stepping in, looking into finances, trying to be more transparent, moved BDAC workers to be paid from student’s fees, looked at school in similar conferences and how they did their finances, we need to try to align what other people in our conferences are doing to remain competitive, on the BDAC money, cover the cost so that money that is brought in by the community can buy more equipment etc.
  o If we want to increase student fees, ALL the statewide system would need to up it
  o Athletic fee is still under student fees, even though only Eastern pays it
  o Normally BDAC employees are paid from tickets. They’re getting closer, but not quite there yet
  o They are only funded to operate at a minimum level
  o Support the BDAC and the employees, better equipment, what plan can we put into place for the next five years so we can simulate what Logan does ($57)
Plenty of space above the gym, try to build a second floor above the weight room as a student-only area. Original budget for rock wall $170,000, use racquetball courts as student only-gym areas.

- Putting lights on the soccer field for student activities

8:45 - Meeting Adjourned